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I. Review of scattering theory for symmetric hyperbolic systems; statement of results. The "perturbed" system under consideration is the following one:
where uix, t) is an rz-vector depending on x = (x , • • • , x ) and t. The n x n (Al) The coefficients of \A'(x)\kxX and B(x) ate infinitely difieren ti able, and moreover, if lA'j* , represents a set of constant coefficient matrices, the matrices A'(x) -A'Q and ß(x) have support contained within the ball |x| = p.
(A2) The matrices A'(x) ate Hermitian and ß(x) + B*(x) = 2*=xdA'(x)/dx., so that the operator G, defined on the Hilbert space H = [L2(R )]", is skew-symmetric.
(A3) The propagation speeds for the system (1.1) are all nonzero and distinct;
i.e., for any nonzero ¿-vector <f, the matrix 2._. cf A'(x) has distinct, nonzero eigenvalues \t (x, f)i?_. which may be ordered so that
The operator G possesses the unique continuation property.
In particular, we assume that the complex characteristics of G have multiplicity one.
(A5) The number of space dimensions k is odd and, therefore, the unper- (ii) Range (W+) = K' = Range (W _).
(iii) The scattering operator S = W~ W exists and is unitary on K.
To study U(t) more closely, a new operator Proof. If A £o(B) and M(k) = CHk(k\)y, then from (1.7) we may conclude that (1.8) |Im A|*eTReX <|A|*eTReX < CHk(kl)y < CHk(k)ky, where the last inequality follows from Stirling's formula. Setting f(k) = k log |lm A| + TReA -log C -k log H -(ky) log k, we note that ¡(k) < 0 for all k > 0. It is easily shown that f(k) obtains its maximum value for k = k , where ylog k = log |lmA| -log H -y and therefore 0 > f(k) = T Re A -log C + kj > f(k)
TReA < log C-(y/e)(l/H)l/y\lm X\Vy Q.E.D. The theorems below, which will be proved in the report that follows, answer the two questions:
(I) When is condition (B2) known to be true? id/dt -G)Riy, s; x, t) = 0, s < t, (2-3) Riy, s; x, s) = <5(y -x)l, Riy, s; x, t) = 0, s > t.
Given the existence of the Riemann function, the solution to (1.1) may be then written as (2.4) uix, A = Uit)f(x)aJR(y, 0; x, t)fiy)dy.
It is known (see [l] , [3b], [7] ) that Riy, 0; x, t) has its singular support along the bicharacteristic rays ixx(z)| which satisfy the Hamiltonian system (2.5) dxXAt)/dt = r| (x, 0, dc;Ht)/dt . -r* (x, £) i z and emanate from (y, 0). These rays are said to tend to infinity if for sufficiently large time, the rays lie outside any given bounded set.
For the system at hand, this is equivalent to the existence of some fixed time T so that any ray lying inside |x| = a at time / = 0 will fall outside |x| = b ib > a) fot t > T .
Suppose, then, that the bicharacteristic rays tend to infinity and that fix) has its support within the ball |x| = 2(p + 2cp).
For sufficiently large time T, the rays all lie outside the ball |x| = 2(p + 4cp) and, therefore, P(y, 0; x, T -Ap) is C°° in x, |x| < 2(p + Acp), for \y\ < 2(p + 2cp). From (2.4) we conclude that
is C°° for \x\ < 2(p + 4cp), and since the coefficients of G ate infinitely smooth, the expression on the right-hand side of (2.2) Since giy) is arbitrary, if follows that \\QaGlUiT -AP)Qß\\ < (jjxj<2(/* J|y,<2/3 <*y \GlRh. 0;x,T-4p)|2) '
and, in light of (3.1), the lemma is proved.
We have reduced our problem, therefore, to obtaining estimates on the Riemann function. (b) For all integers p, q, 0<p<q<oo, iq)Hip)Hiq -p) < AHiq) for some constant A > 1; we define P(0) = A.
(c) For all q > 1, there exist constants ß and KQ such that iHiq + l)/Hiq)) < K0ß". Using the estimate (3.5) and the similar estimates for C(/) and ,||ß|| in (3.8),
we obtain the estimate (3-9) n\\Gf\\IR)<CKnWHin+ 1)
where C, K and W depend only on the constants appearing in the other estimates.
We now make an induction hypothesis; i.e., for all tz we assume JG f\\(R) < CKn+kWkHin + k), k m 1, 2, . •• , m. Then, using (3.8) Jcm+1/II(R) < £ (;)tc(/)n.i+1lc?^||{R) + /l!ßll(R)"_/ltc-/|l(R)l~ 
